1) ACHIEVEMENTS

What have we achieved since September 2015?

As it has been since I assumed the role in 2013, during this period the priority has been supporting the contact among all CECA Members of the Region, maintaining regular and permanent relations in order to transmit, all the developments, accomplished projects and the ones to accomplish by the Committee.

The countries of the Region which a constant communication is maintained with, are Brazil, Bolivia, Argentina, Chile, Equator, Peru, Venezuela, Costa Rica, Mexico, Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Paraguay and Colombia. Recently, during this period, we achieved to incorporate Uruguay.

In some countries of the region, where there is still no CECA representation, some conversations are being held with members of local ICOM.

During this period the following encounters that involve CECA were carried out in the Region:

- In October, CECA Argentina was held in Bs As the meeting which topic was, “THE FORMATION OF EDUCATORS IN THE MUSEUMS”, counting among the main panelists with Patricia Berdichevsky, Silvia Alderoqui, María de los Ángeles “Chiqui” González and Mercedes Murúa.

- In November, CECA Chile was carried out in the city of Santiago, the VI Congress of Education, Museum and Patrimony. In which Emma Nardi attended to present the prize Best Practice and Magaly Cabral from Brazil, one of the winners of this award in 2014.

2) ASPECT TO IMPROVE

- Renew permanent communication amongst the members.

- Recover communication with members of the Caribbean islands.

3) WISHES

- Bringing CECA people from countries that are not represented but nevertheless are present with propositions and successful practices in Museums and Education.

- Keep the lines of communication with members and interested people in the educational and cultural activity in the Region through regular messages.